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Honors Program's student-led courses give Candle light vigil ·lets
new model for learning, teaching experience students share stories
BY GUS CANTWELL
News Reporter

A new Honors Program
experiment at the University
of Rhode Island is giving students the opportunity to
become teachers for a semester while earning credits
toward graduation.
Still in its first semester,
the
Students
Teaching
Students
(STS)
program
enables seniors in the Honors
Program to develop a unique
curriculum and teach an honors course at the university.
"We'd like to give more
responsibility to the · students," Honors Program
Director Richard Mcintyre
said, adding that doing so
will give them more autonomy.
Modeled after the programs at other colleges like
the University of Vermont,
the STS program allows students to develop the curriculum, plan classes and bring in
guest speakers with a small
budget allocated from the
Honors Program.

Students who partake in
the program can use this
teaching experience to complete their required senior
honors project, Mcintyre said.
Each student keeps a portfolio of his or her work and
presents it along with the
other honors program seniors.
Mcintyre said teaching
the course requires an
immense amount of dedication and determination.
"Teaching a class on my
own is incredibly difficult,
especially with other coursework," senior student-teacher
Brian Stack said. "I don't
think facultyget enough credit for the time they put into
lectures, exercises [and] grading."
Stack, a senior history and
philosophy major, is teaching
this semester's STS course on
lesbian, bisexual, gay, transgender and queer history.
Despite the difficulty of
teaching the course, he maintains a positive · attitude and
looks forward to the class.
"Discussing these read-

ings and hearing different
points of view is what keeps
me going," he said.
Next semester's course,
"Big Blue and You," an introduction to ocean policies, will
be taught by a committee of
three students: Alexa Kretsch,
Megan Nepshinsky and Ben
Negrete. Mcintyre believes
having groups teach a course
relieves some of the pressure
of teaching.
"They're teaching one
class but they're specializing
in different aspects of it," he
said.
Mcintyre explained that
any senior honors student
who plans on finishing the .
program can apply to become
a student-teacher. Students
first submit a proposal to
become a teacher during the
previous academic year. They
then go through an interview
process, during which they
convince the faculty of their
capability to run a class.
"We're choosing students
that have developed some

BY JACQUELYN MOOREHEAD
News Reporter

All attendees were given
a white rose upon entrance as
Elton John's "Candle in the
As part of a nationwide Wind" played on loop.
collaboration by the Narcotics Despite the already somber
Overdose Prevention and ·
atmosphere, Jadosz apoloEducation (NOPE) task force, gized for the absence of cannearly twenty supporters dles that would otherwise
gathered at the University of have lit the walkway to the
Rhode Island's candle light event's entrance.
vigil to bring awareness to
Jadosz said the vigil was
and memorialize those who important in that it would
lost their lives to drug addic- memorialize those who lost
tion.
their life to addiction and
Faces of people who died help their next of kin carry
of drug overdoses were dis- out their legacy.
played around the Memorial
Jadosz became involved
Union Atrium last night. with the program after seeing
These photographs featured information about NOPE at
people ranging from adults to Health Services. Intrigued by
infants, including one of a the program and wanting to
child looking no older than become involved, he contactthree years old.
ed their task force in Florida,
Program Director, regis- and because he previously
tered nurse and Health worked at the Phoenix House
Educator Roger F. Jadosz, and the Adult Correctional
pointed to the child and said Institute, he had the experihe died from an Oxyontin ence needed to work with
overdose after consuming people struggling with addicsome pills his parents left on
the floor.
Continued on page 3

Continued on page 3

URI athlete dies after collapse during
baseball team pre-season workout
BY HENSLEY CARRASCO
News Editor

Sophomore University of
Rhode Island student-athlete,
Joseph Paul Ciancola, 20, of
Orange, Conn. died yesterday
afternoon at Rhode Island
Hospital.
According to Eyewitness
News, Ciancola, a pitcher for
the Rhody Rams was participating in a preseason conditioning workout with the team
on Oct. 24 when he collapsed.
Athletes told Eyewitness News
he fainted while the team was
participating in "Hell Week,"
which they participate in
intense and rigorous physical
fitness activities.
Eyewitness News discovered "that coaches alerted other
sports teams about the invident
at practices Tuesday, while urg-

ing them to stay hydrated."
According to gorhody.com,
the workout was "held under
the supervision of a National
Strength and Conditioning
Association certified coach.
Gorhody.com said Ciancola
was transported from the university to the South County
Hospital. From there he was
transported to Rhode Island
Hospital in Providence.
President of URI David
Dooley, in a statement, said
Ciancola was a beloved member of the baseball team and
will be missed "more than is
possible to say."
"We send all of our sympathy, hopes, and prayers to Joe's
family. We pray that our shared
memories of Joe, and his love
for baseball and for life, will be
a comfort to all who mourn his
passing," Dooley said.
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Today's forecast
49 °F
Enjoy the
sunny
weather!

Director of Athletics Thorr
Bjorn also released a statement
on the passing of Ciancola.
"It is a tragedy any time
you lose someone close to
you," Bjorn said. "Even more
so when it is a member of your
family."
Bjorn said in the statement
that Ciancola will continue to
be a part of the URI athletics
family.
"On behalf of our studentathletes, coaches, staff and
administrators, I want to
express our profound sadness
for Joe's passing. Our deepest
sympathies go out to his family
and many friends. We mourn
his loss and offer our thoughts
and prayers to those closest
with him," Bjorn said.
More information to follow
in Tuesday's edition of the
Cigar.

Hear some stories from
the URI Ghost Hunting
Team!
See page 2.
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CAMPUS
URI Ghost Hunting Team shares campus
tales, stories of supernatural encounters
BY LANCE SAN SOUCI
News Editor

Reports of paranormal
activity at the University of
Rhode Island seem to be as
abundant as Snooki impersonators on Halloween. This
ghost activity, however, is not
seasonal.
With its rich history, URI
is central to many ghost stories, including that of Sandra
who haunts the house Chi
Omega (Chi-0) calls home.
Stories of her presence continue today, explained President
of URI's Ghost Hunting Team
David Kelvey
"[Chi Omega sisters] have
reported lights going on and
off," he said. "There are definitely ghosts at URI."
According to urban legend, Sandra was a Chi-0
sorority sister who died in a
tragic car accident in the
1970s. It is said she haunts
the new member room
because that room is always
cold, regardless of how warm
the weather is.
"When girls bring guys
back, [Sandra] will appear to
them but not the sisters,"
Kelvey said of Sandra's protective qualities.
Other reported appearances by Sandra include a
sighting of her standing near
the fire escape at the end of
the third floor. This floor is
also rumored to have its windows and doors open and
close on their own, Kelvey
said.
Other
Greek
houses
appear to be haunted as well.
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
is reportedly home to a ghost
some have said is named
Abigail, Kelvey assured.
Abagail is said to be the
daughter of a former 19th
century Rhode Island governor who rented the house at
29 Old North Road during the
summer. Depending on the
version of story, Abigail, for
some reason, hanged herself
in the narrow stairwell, fell or,
worse yet, pushed down the
staircase.
In older URI press releases, there are stories of scattered handprint stains on the
stairwell and the word
"HELP"
appearing.
Apparently, the wall has been
painted numerous times, but
the word "HELP" always

bleeds through.
have
unusual
activity.
According to a history of Despite this equipment pickthe property compiled by URI ing up false signals at times-professor William Turnbaugh, such as the high EMF readno governor owned the prop- ings in Ranger Hall which can
erty in the 1800s, but a coun- be attributed to improper
terfeiter who was nearly wiring of the elevator rather
hanged did. A copy of this than ghost presences --he said
history can be found in the ghost hunting is still an enjoyURI
Library's
Special able experience.
Collections section.
He said though ghost
According to Turnbaugh's hunting is "fun," one should
compilation,
Elizabeth be careful because "you never
LeMoine Miller purchased the know what you're dealing
property in 1910 and tore with."
down the house to build a
Just ask some residents of
summer home. In 1936 her Adams Hall, particularly
son sold the house and its those who trained as Resident
land to Lambda Chi Alpha, a Advisors over the summer.
Kelvey said this past sumfraternity that first occupied
the house in 1964.
mer he heard of paranormal
Though these claims may experiences in the hall in
seem a bit bizare, Kelvey is which doors would become
sure that ghost activity at URI blockaded. He said this is
is more than likely.
bizarre because blockading a
For example, he related a . room with sealed windows
story about paranormal activ- and no other doors means the
ity in East Hall, a former perpetrator would have no
early-20th century residence way of escaping.
Likewise, Kelvey said he
hall. Kelvey said while investigating the hall one day last has a friend living in Adam's
year, the Ghost Hunting Team Hall who awake with a girl's
heard loud thumping noises face next to hers, despite her
resonating from the third roommate being away at that
time. Like others, Kelvey said
floor.
' "We were talking and she may have experienced the
heard a bang," he said, "fear cage," or anxiousness
adding that there are always and paranoia, often associatsuspicious occurrences within ed with paranormal experithat particular hall. "I tested ences.
From a spiritual perspecdoors and objects and found
that a filing cabinet on the tive, however, these occurthird floor ended up sound- rences may not seem so odd.
Kelvey explained that souls
ing like the bang."
Kelvey is unsure if the tend to become attached to
banging was caused by natu- , places they have spent a lot of
energy in their physical life.
ral or supernatural forces.
"Wh en you put energy
He added the Will Theater /
of the Fine Arts Center has into something, it causes an
continually been recognized attachment since y-o u're there
as a little shop of horrors as so much," he said, adding
well. Kelvey said it is report- that it makes sense that
ed that years ago, a teacher ghosts would attach themwas setting up for classes late selves to Greek houses or dorone night when he heard a mitories because of the
door close. This teacher, he amount of time individuals
said, felt a coldness that spend in them.
Kelvey added may be
night.
"The reason for cold spots why the older buildings on
is that the spirits and entities campus, such as those around
take heat from the areas the quadrangle or URI's oldaround them, making a cold est structure, the Oliver
Watson House, are generally
spot," Kelvey explained.
Kelvey, who uses EMF the center of ghost stories.
detectors, digital thermome- No matter how "fun" ghost
ters, Infra-red cameras and hunting may be, he said one
other high-tech items to spot should still be careful of such
supernatural activity, said encounters, especially at a
there are a number of places place with such a colorful hisin and around campus that tory as URI.

Have something to say?
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Don't let Senior year FLY by!
Capture the Moment.

SENIOR
PORTRAITS
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Memorial Union Gallery
Book Your appointment today:
www.photoappointment.com • Password: URI
**$35 sitting fee with free yearbook**
Questions? Feel free to contact us at: uriyearbook@gmail.com

Mcintyre said, is the novelty.
He explained that there are no
other courses like them on
campus, which is why most
From page l
- - -expertise in their field," current enrollees chose the
Mcintyre said, adding that . course.
Mcintyre hopes to expand
the number of courses. runthe program to include more
ning each semester will
students. He said juniors
change based on the number
of accepted proposals each could potentially help teach
classes · in future years,
year.
Accepted ·students must depending on the path the
choose "someone they can go program takes.
Mcintyre wants the proto for content" as a mentor,
gram to continue growing
Mcintyre said. Each student
has his or her own mentor over the next few years and
who is an expert in the rele- become more popular among
both students and faculty.
vant field . Students spend
"[I hope] that this will
time creating a own unique
become
seen
as
curriculum for the class.
normal...Faculty
will
give
"I borrowed different formats [such as] essays, plagia- more responsibility to sturism and disability clauses ... dents and give up some control to the classroom," he
but the readings and course
work were found on my said.
Stack believes the course
own," Stack said.
is
beneficial
for both the
The students also learn teacher and the students.
the aspects of teaching a class
"I thought it was a-really
through mock classes, held
cool
idea to let students purlast week for the three stusue
their
own interests with
dents teaching next semester.
each other," he said.
Though only available to
freshmen this year, the seminar-style STS courses will be
available for all students next
sel)lester. One of the main
draws
to
the
courses,

Teaching

Party
From page 5

THE
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GRADUATE PROGRAMS
The Bryant University Graduate School of Business prepares students for success in their
chosen professions. As a graduate, you will join an impressive alumni community that
includes industry leaders across the country and around the world.
THE BRYANT MBA ONE-YEAR PROGRAM

THE BRYANT MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL

Full-tim e, day program for all majors

ACCOUNTANCY (MPAc)

• No professional exper~ence necessary
• Distinguish yourself in a competitive
job market
• Gain hands-on experience with the
Business Practicum

DECEMBER GRADUATES-

Full-time, day program for accounting majors

• Meets the 150 hour requirement for
- CPA licensure
• Complete in Summer/Fall, Summer/Summer,
Fall/Spring or Spring/Summer
• Tax concentr~tion available with
Summer/Fall or Summer/Summer plan
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APPLICATIONS FOR SPRING

2012

START IN ONE-YEAR MBA AND MPAc
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UNIVERSITY

GRAquATE ScHooL oF BusiNEss

Smithfield, Rhode Island
www.bryant.edu
(401) 2}2-62}0

•
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ACCREDITED

and have your own private
screening later.
You can start out with a
cocktail hour, in which your
guests can drink their bloodinspired drinks. Use raspberry liquor and food colorings
to make your drinks look like
blood and give people their
very own "True Blood" fl avors of 0+, A-, and so on.
Delicious!
You can then turn your
house into "Merlottes" and
serve diner style food such as
burgers and fries.
As it
becomes dark, the house will
turn into the vampire bar
"Fangtasia" for a wild afterparty.
There are hundreds of
options for Halloween party
themes and as long as you go
all-out and plan accordingly,
it'll-be a great time. Try not to
worry about offending too
many people or throwing
your party the right way.
There are no rules or standards for this event (except
for mine of course)!

Vigil
From page l
- ~~-

tion.
"Now I n eed to cultivate
[NOPE], but I'm game," he
said of the NOPE program.
"We'll do this as long as the
need is out there."
The three speakers of last
night's event, Amy, Lindsey
and Coleen, whose last
names were kept anonymous,
are URI students who recovered from addiction and currently attend anonymous
substance-abuse meetings to
help work through the recovery process. They spoke of
the thoughts and actions that
brought them into addiction,
adding they are lucky and
grateful to be alive.
Amy said the stigma
associated with drug addiction makes it difficult to seek
help or speak about it. She
said her addiction began
when she started hanging out
and drinking with the wrong
crowd, which eventually
accelerated into heavy drug
use.
"Alcohol is a drug. My
brain doesn't know the difference if its legal or not,
whether inhaled, snorted,
shot up, or drank," she said.
"I've done things that I never
thought I would do, but I'm
changing my life around;
there are better things in life
than getting drunk."
Amy said after joining a
12-step program, going to
meetings and befriending
new people to help her
through the process, she is
grateful to be able to participate in programs like NOPE.
"When [Jadosz} asked
me to speak, I couldn't say
no. Because I am a survivor,
I'm proof that kids can stay
clean and survive," she said.
Jadosz emphasized there
are options -for students who
are struggling with addiction.
He said every semester for
the past ten years he has
worked at URI, there are students who ask him for help.
The NOPE task force is
based out of Boca Raton, Fla.,
but strives to spread their
mission of "diminishing the
frequency and impact of
overdose death through community education, family
support and purposeful
advocacy," across the nation,
according to a pamphlet provided at the event. NOPE has
held the candle light vigil
nationally for five years,
though this is the second year
URl has participated.
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EDITORIAL & OPINION
Midterm studying tips and tricks
Counterculture
For many students, alcohol use may seem like a natural
part of college culture. When you're in high school, you picture college as a time of freedom, a notion that can coincide
with parties, drinking and post-21 bar hopping. However, for
some University of Rhode Island students, alcohol use is no
longer just one aspect of their college experience. Rather, it
.has become a struggle, an addij:tion, and is something that
they need to fight against on a daily basis.
It can be easy, as one anonymous URl speaker noted at
yesterday's candle light vigil, to get caught up in a culture
and a crowd centered around drinking. For many students,
coming to URl is the first time they are away from the stringent structures of their parents and home life. There is a freedom that many might not be used to and that liberation can
often be expressed in ways that are not healthy or safe. What
is even more difficult, however, is taking the steps necessary
to recognize when something like alcohol is becoming a serious problem.
When many think of people struggling with drug or alcohol dependency, their initial thought might not be a college
student-typical "partying" is so engrained in what is
expected of a college experience that there is little stigmaey
around that type of behavior. However, it must be recognized
that usirig drugs or alcohol poses serious risks for students;
friends and family alike.
Luckily, the University of Rhode Island has a dedicated
staff that can help students toward dealing with drug or alcohol related issues. Students can make appointments at URI's
Counseling Center, located in Roosevelt Hall, to talk about
their concerns regarding alcohol and drug abuse. There are
also several groups on campus, such as the Early Sobriety
Group and other anonymous outlets for students to discuss
their problems in an open, supportive environment.
Most of all, students should recognize that admitting tto
a dependence issue is the bravest step they can make. Even if
popular culture makes assumptions about college students,
you shouldn't have to, as well. Make decisions that make you
feel safe and comfortable--and if you need help doing that,
speak up. There are people on campus who are willing to listen.
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BY LANCE SAN SOUCI
News Editor

Though expensi've, 5-hour
energy shots are nifty little
treats that generally get me
through life, particularly during midterms. These heavilyweighted exams and papers
give me the opportunity to
either raise my grades or have
them ascend into the abyss of
'I -might-as-well-drop-out-ofcollege.' . No matter what,
stress will ensue. Even with
5-hour energy .shots, 30 mg
Adderall pills (lol jk) and cutting back on hanging out with
friends, receiving all Ns on
midterms isn't guaranteed.
After surviving a good
amount of midterms, I've
learned that two concepts are
essential in enduring the
pain: timing and having fun.
By dedicating a few . hours
each day to studying and
enjoyment, I've managed to

make it through exams, mostly with flying colors. Here's
what I recommend:
First, schedule carefully
the week leading up to
midterms, estimating the
number of hours you need to
study for each class. I suck at
Chemistry, so I obviously
need at least 20 hours for that.
French exams, however,
require maybe an hour. After
deciding the amount of time
required to study for each
exam, pencil some study sessions into your busy schedule. And I say pencil because
we all know studying isn't the
most important thing in the
world ... you pen those things
in.
Second, prepare! Make
notecards in advance or create a test that you can take the
following day. Learn which
memorization
technique
works best for you and stick
with it.

Third, and probably most
important,
have
fun!
Seriously, get out from underneath your rock and go
breathe some fresh air. Go for
a walk or hit up the local
Wally-World once (maybe
twice). The point is to do
something other than studying. Trust me, you don't want
to become the anti-social butterfly everyone else has
become midterm week. My
break during midterms: running.
Finally, reward yourself.
Get all up on that Ben and
Jerry's ice cream you've been
wanting, or knit a scarf for
this cold winter weather. It
doesn't matter what you do.
Just do something to celebrate
all that hard work you've just
done! You've earned it, and
D:t'. Phil agrees.
Good
luck on any
midterms you may have left!

Procrastination takes its toll,
another deferred life lesson
BY HILLARY BRADY ·
Editor-in-Chief

Nothing says procrastination like the academic roller
coaster that is midterms.
These two aspects of my week
(and upcoming weeks, actually) coincide in something that
is very similar to a brutal,
warring, feud. Combined
with my fleeting lack of ability to stay awake and a building resistance to caffeine
intake, it's really a recipe for
disaster.
Every year I sing the
same old tune-I'll be organized! I'll buy a planner! I'll
prepare ahead of time. Now,
I've got a $25 Vera Bradley
planner
(complete
with
matching calendar stickers)
full 9f nothing but a "whoops,
forgot that was due tomorrow." You'd think as a senior I
would have learned my, lesson, but as any procrastinator
will tell you, that's another
epiphany for another day.
A look at the past few
weeks is a good indication of
a crisis in full
Just a

scant few weeks ago, all those
deadlines that are now imminently approaching (or, in
some cases, now upon me),
were but a small scribble in a
calendar box. I've got all the
time in the world! There's no
need to read ahead. Let me
just watch" four hours of
"Vampire Diaries" on the CW
website. Let me just paint my
nails, decide I hate the color
and then try again. Let me
just like 200 websites on
Stumbleupon that all lead me
to the same basic topics-pictures of kittens, interesting
ways to braid your hair and
inspirational quotes .accompanied with pictures people
probably took with their
Hipstamatic app. Let me tum
a brief power-nap into an
afternoon of doing absolutely
nothing that involves me having to even sit up.
Those were a beautiful
few weeks full of delusions
and time wasting. Now, all
I've got is a stack full of books
to read, papers to write and
the nagging .feeling that this

nail polish shade still doesn't
match my outfit. Yet, I continue not to panic until it's 3 a.m.
and ·I am staring a blank
Microsoft Word document in
the face.
If I could build a
DeLorean, go back in time,
and shake some sense into
wide-eyed freshman "me,"
I'd do it in an instant. It
would have made my life
supremely more productive
and much less stressful. I
would have told myself to
learn a lesson from the sleepless nights I've created
through nothing more ·than
the sheer will-power to waste
my own time.
Until someone gets that
technology under wraps (and
it sure won't be me, have I
mentioned all the things I
have left to do?), I'll just keep
on trying to survive my own
self-destructive
mjdterm
behavior. That is, after I waste
some time making a to-dolist. After all, I didn't get that
planner for nothing.
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Themed parties a must for Halloween
BY SARAH-ROSE MARCUS
Contributing Entertainment Writer

Halloween is the best holiday because it gives us an
excuse to celebrate our weirdness. Throwing a themed
Halloween party is a perfect
time to think outside the box
and be remembered for being
as strange and kooky as possible.
There are many different
routes one can go when
throwing a Halloween party
and the beauty is that it is a
judgment-free zone. With
some careful planning, and
the right food and decorations, you can have the party
to remember.
One way for a great
Halloween party is to turn
your place into your very
own haunted house. If you
are someone who loves a
thrill, you can try to give your
guests
nightmares
for
months. This will require
dark lighting, realistic props
and bone-chilling sound
effects.
For example, you can
have each room be themed
around your favorite · scary
movie and have said movie
playing nonstop on various
televisions. You can then use
sound effects from Youtube of
famous scary movie clips and
have them play repeatedly on
surround sound.
What's
creepier than constant images
of Freddie Kruger or the

Rules of good costumes:
cheap,classy, creative
BY KELLEY WILLIS
Contributing Entertainment Writer

Nothing says 'Happy Halloween' like a visit with Sookie and Bill.
Dress up your house in a vampire theme, but leave all the HBOworthy gossip behind.
music from "Psycho" playing . ple," they must drink, so by
in your ears for days?
the end of the night they are
When
it
comes
to just as confused as they are
Halloween foods, you want scared.
.
them to be as scary and as
Because vampires are the
gross as possible. This is not a hot new trend of the year, you
kid's party, so leave the Kit could always use this theme
Kats at home and cook up as a crowd pleaser. Put a twist
some foods that look like on the traditional theme and
human body parts. For exam- pick your favorite vampire
ple, you can use shrimp and show, whether it be "True
geletin in a mold to make Blood,"
"Twilight"
or
human brains!
"Vampire Diaries." You can't
An awesome way to add go wrong with a "True Blood"
to your haunted house party theme. It is (practically) a
is to make a drinking game in proven fact that a half-naked
which guests have a sip each Alexander Skarsg~rd will
time they hear a famous leave your guests happy. Play
movie line. For example, each the show in the background
time they hear "Hello, - - - - --- - -- - - - - Claurice" or "I see dead peoContinued on page 3

It seems there is always
some sort of theme to
Halloween
every
year,
whether it's Lady Gaga, Tiger
Woods or generic "skanky"
costumes like cowgirl, devil,
police officer or cat.
As a kid, Halloween was
fun in a different way. For one
thing, it was much less stressful for us when our parents
simply bought or made our
costumes, which were also
much more basic, comfortable
and usually made of fleece for
those cool fall nights of walking around trick-or-treating.
Suddenly in college,
Halloween becomes a stressful holiday where you need
three creative, cheap and cute
outfits that will top everyone
else's. I don't know about
you, but it seems that it has
almost become a contest
about who's the most creative
with their attire.
I tend to go for more creative costumes, which can
still be fun. Break the trend
and wear something that
catches everyone's attention
because it makes them think
rather than just having an
excuse to check out your junk.
This year I can only imagine a Hurricane Irene theme,
which would include teased
and thrown up hair with rags
hanging off a soaked and
dirty individual trying to convey the hurricane-turnedtropical-storm.
With the death

Jobs, I'm guessing many people will pay tribute to him
dressed as iPods, iPhones,
iPads and maybe even an
apple! Others will try to pull
off artists like Nicki Minaj,
but, let's be real, she is one of
a kind.
I find that in coming up
with an original Halloween
costume you need to think
outside the box. I like to base
my costumes off substantial
news or events occurring this
year.
It is also fun to bring back
and recreate childhood classics. Because "Lion King" is
our generation's childhood
film and it was re-released in
3-D this year, you could come
up with a quirky way of
dressing as Timon, Pumba or
Rafiki. Or you could also
mock a funny throwback
Youtube video like Rebecca
Black's "Friday," Grape Lady
or Antoine Dodson ("Hide yo
kids, Hide yo Wife").
I'm sure there will also be
those dressed in costumes
embracing Charlie Sheen's
"winning"
attitude, and
those celebrating the end of
Harry Potter dressed as the
wizard himself or his motley
crew of friends.
In the end Halloween is
supposed to be fun. So, don't
stress too much about the costume. Just have fun with it
and try to keep it cheap. Visit
the thrift store to get ideas
and see what last-minute
treasures you can find!
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WALK AND TALK
Everyone's favorite random question
By Teresa Kelly, Photo Editor

Junior psychology major Adam Markey is
dressing up as the main character, Max, from
"Where the Wild Things Are."

Alyssa Pansini, a freshman journalism major,
will be dressing up as a traditional Native
American.

Dan Warburton, a senior communications
major, is dressing up as Mr. Rogers, but with a
twist-namely, a blood-stained sweater.
I

''

What is your Halloween costume this year?

''

Freshman journalism major Greg Cignarella is
going as the Internet-hit "Old Greg."

Junior human development and family studies
major John Hellman plans on dressing up as
the Joker from "Batman."

Freshman nursing major Krista Vargas will be
wearing a flapper dress.

Luke Glockenberg, a freshman journalism
major, is going as a chip and dale dancer for
the night.

Rachel Steyert, a sophomore music major, is
going with a not-so classic ~at -costume.

Shelby Martel, an undeclared sophomore, is
going as something she calls a
"Halloweentown remix."
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By The Good Five Cent Cigar Staff
The staff of the Cigar yzQul~Jike to say,
We hope you have a happy Friday, , · · ..
With ngthing hanging ov.er frvmlast night,
But some candy treat$, good for lliiJUick bite.

I'm Butterfingers for you,
Please make my Skittles come true.
. .. . . .
It's Halloween(find let's dressJ,tp.,as.M&M's
And then$i.l!t physica;.l ,~ tiU:tfie early A.M.
,~ ~
, ,,. •

_.

We 've written a few rhymes for you all,
About our favorite caiidies ·this fall,
And since we've tallied all of your. votes up,
Here's our ode to the Reese's Peanut ''''//
Butter
aup!
•. ,·.
.·<; . . ................ ': . . -:·· ·.
~

-

>

v

Oh Reese's, oh Reese's, oh how rri~ch yo~ . f~a~
Half chocolate, half peanut butter, so rich and'
You're there for a moment and gone in a
You're something I love and treat I can eat.
When you're gone I will miss you as my happiness yvaneS.
Oh Reese's, oh Reese's, won't you come back sobnagainr

Reese's Pieces/ gummy bears
1
Snickers,Twix, and Starburst sql.\~!e!
.Nestle Crun:
Ranchers
I even
an t~ters.
'

f[filloween,ls··iily-f~~~rite day.
,My -V()rite candy is Milky Way.
So if.y'0\1 give me yummy treats,
I'll let you feel where my heart beats.
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'Paranormal Activity 3' fails to deliver big scares or creativity
BY MATT GOUDREAU
Contributing Entertainment Writer

Horror franchises are well
known for their longevity and
for long strings of sequels.
Series such as "Friday the

horror franchises have continuously tried to do something
different with every continuous
sequel,
the
three
"Paranormal
Activity"
movies are nearly identical to

'Paranormal Activity 3' offers the same-old plot, with very little
new twists and scares for audience members.

13th" and "Halloween" have
sequels well past the typical
two or three that the average
film series has today.
As the sequel numbers
increased, the films steadily
decreased
in
quality.
Hollywood used this formula
to stretch a concept and
empty the wallets of die-hard
fans.
While
the
first
"Paranormal Activity" was a
moderate success, I never
thought I would be writing a
review for a third film in the
series. With the large box
office numbers this film has
drawn in already, I would not
be surprised by the additional
release of sequels.
However, while other

one another. Though all three
films take place during different years and have some
interchangeable characters,
all three rely on constant
jump-scares and a silly
approach to exploring the
"camcorder" style of horror
films.
If you have ever seen the
TV show "Ghost Hunters,"
this series is essentially an
hour and a half extended
episode. The series follows
the character of Katie and her
experiences with supernatural elements in her home. This
film begins with Katie's sister
Christy and her husband
arriving at Katie's home with
a collection of VHS tapes from

their childhood. Strangely,
neither has any recollection
about what was on them.
The film then turns back
the clock to 1988, in which we
see the two girls along with
their mother, Julie, and her
boyfriend Dennis have their
first experience with paranormal activities (no pun intended). The family buys a new
home and Christy befriends
an imaginary figure named
Toby, whom Katie constantly
mocks by stating he is not
real.
Within a few nights,
strange things begin to occur
in the household. A bed sheet
moves with the silhouette of a
human being before vanishing, chairs move without anyone being there and the family begins to wonder if
Christy's friend Toby is really
a mystical figment of her
imagination.
Dennis sets up cameras
throughout the house to
investigate and also finds
strange inscriptions on the
walls and his daughter standing over his bed motionless,
among other strange events.
Sound familiar? It's essentially the first ·film all over
again. Aside from the fact that
it is a prequel, the film is
exactly the same as its predecessors, with two-dimensional characters, jump-scares,
long buildups with little payoff and loud noises to startle
the audience. The film provides nothing new to either
the series or genre as a whole.
Thanks to the "Blair Witch
Project," I've been subjected
to more "camcorder" films
than I would care to say. The
genre has overstayed its welcome and has provided me
with almost no worthwhile
movies in the process.
"Paranormal Activity 3"
has cliche after cliche with an
ending attempting so hard to
scare the audience that I was
. sitting in my chair waiting for
the end credits. The dialogue
is monotonous and filled with
attempts at comic ·relief,
which would be effective if I
was actually scared. It drags
on, which is saying a lot considering the film is not even
90 minutes long.

I'd like to give the movie
points by saying that it was
well made, but ,because it is a
copycat of the previous
installments, I cannot bring
myself to do that. I am happy
the film doesn't rely on
graphic violence to cause
scares (with the exception of a
scene toward the finale), but I
just don't find these movies
scary regardless if it was present.
However, the one of the
huge positives from the
movie are the little girls, who
genuinely looked terrified at
what they were experiencing.
The parents, on the other
hand, were the exact opposite. They seemed like cardboard cutouts and probably
had about as much acting
range.

During the film, the full
crowd at the theater was constantly talking and shouting
at the screen saying, "Don't
do it" or "I know you're
there." Normally, I find this
irritating, but considering I
was never sucked into the
story or the characters, I didn't mind.
Before it started, I saw
two trailers for upcoming
films. One was titled, "The
Woman in Black" starring
Daniel Radcliffe. It's sad
when I have to say the teasers
prior to a horror movie were
more eerie and terrifying than
the film I actually paid to see.

MIX TAPE
Sm

' tunes picked by Cigar Staff

A Hallowaln mixed tape, perlect for any ghOulish

1Jaun1B.
Michael'Jackson "Thriller,.
We'd Il.'mke: a joke about Michael Jawon, but.that's
so Halloween 2010.

·

Bobby Boris. Picket ••Monster Mash"'
This is the old-school version, but any cheap coJnpJtlatt(.)n tape you pick up at iParty should do the
"Hocus Pocus" Soundtrack "Come Little Children"
Who knew Sarah Jessica Parker could be so creepy?
.VuiGarrHy "All Hallow's Eve"
Can't go wrong with a local band and a song title like
that.
Drowning Po.ol.s "Let the Bodies Hit the Floor"
Let's hope this is figurative and not literal.
Cranberries "Zombie"
Zombie, zombie, zombie-ie-ie.
"Rocky Horror Picture Show'' soundtrack "Time Warp"
Dancing (in public) is mandatory.
Ray Parker Jr. "Ghostbustersn
Bill Murray is an American hero. Enough said.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Announcements
Christian Coffee House at 193, Fridays
Oct. 28 and Nov. 4, 7:30-9:00 p.m. with
-musician Larry Loverme and Friends.
Snacks provided.

living
Narragansett Pier, 4 bedrooms, 2 bath,
fully furnished, parking, central air, 2
zone oil heat. Washer/dryer, bus line.
$1600/month. (401) 946-4944 (401)
663-0800 [cell], (401) 451-8281 [cell].
Eastward Look for rent. 5 large bedrooms, walk-in closets. "No Block"
parking, comer of Charlestown Exeter.
King/Queen Beds. Call (401) 465-1372
Narragansett Pier, 6 bedroom home,
washer, dryer, large deck, parking, minutes to URI, walk to beach. Available
Sept. 2012 to May 2013. (413) 525-1228
or (401) 578-3571.
6 bedrooms available spring semester
2012 & academic year 2012-2013 in
Eastward & Briggs Farm. www.homeaway. com/vacation-rental/p3 7 426 5
www. home a way. com/vacationrental/p30317 4 www. vrbo.cotn/167707
Parents/family coming to URI for homecoming, parents or another weekend? 6
bedroom available in Narragansett
(accommodates up to 12 persons). Call
(917)
270-2185.
www. homeaway. com /v acationrental/p374265

Halloween
Costume Party
Soturdoy -October 29th
9:30PM-1:OOAM
OJ/DANCING

Registration 10:00 PM
Judging 11 :OOPM
6 Top Prizes
Including a Flat Screen TV
Budweiser Mini Fridge
Cosh Cords & More!

Selling your
ride?
Need a date
this weekend?
Place an ad in
the Cigar
today!
874-2914

40 Ocean Rood- Narragansett, Rl

401-789-0700
Find us on

Face book

You'lllo\lC our ncvv Fall menu fea.tunng tasty BBf.)
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Enjoy ~ 12 price appcitizc rs during r-·-JFL gan1cs and
JOin us late
or1Wednesda,s and Saturdays
for rnus1c and dancing vv<i:th our resident Djl

·- ~/.II! ar-.ct

-~== · .a§t·
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

Two for One Burgers; College Hight After I Op.m
All You Can Eat "Hill BlUy''' Tacos;. 30 Cent Wing·s
P·r ime Rib D .i n:n er

Prime
Kids

Dlnner; College Night .A fter I Op.m

Rib~

Und~er

12 Eat Free; Prime Rib Di:n ner

He·y! U.RI .f ans! Ge t • 0%. off your· entrees when you show your tic!ket stub from any. URI event!
An?;:J scho.td' teacbe.rs also .rect!.i~·e I 0~' off their entrees.

LI<R··f..J~· D"lAY.
'* ., ·.
.• l

91 Point Judith Road

[lAY 11-9

.~

Narragansett, Rl 02882 j 401.791.32.00

~

redstriperestaurants.com/narraga.'n sett
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Comedian, 'Parks and Recreation' star Aziz Ansari takes
Ryan .Center stage, sha.r es jokes, social commentary
BY CONOR SIMAO
Contributing Entertainment Writer

It was no surprise to see
Aziz Ansari welcomed by an
applauding congregation of
fans last night at his performance at the Thomas M. Ryan
Center, presented by th~
Student
Entertainment
Committee.
The comedian, known for
his improvisational roots, currently enjoys a role in mainstream show business via the
esteemed NBC series "Parks
and Recreation." In addition to
this, Ansari has appeared in
films that many college students loyally revere, including
"Funny People" and, more
recently, "30 Minutes or Less."
His visit to the University of
Rhode Island campus last
night, therefore,· was very well
received.
Before winning spots in
movies and television programs, Ansari gradually developed his image as a stand up
comedian while attending New
York University. Thursday
night, Ansari brought a
matured stand up performance
to our campus through an
enjoyable show packed brilliantly with funny anecdotes
and effective punch lines.
But it ail started with opening act Joe Mande, who delivered with comedic professionalism a small show featuring
mostly smart, witty observations of life, milk, robbery and
chili peppers. While it m ay
sound sporadic, the jokes certainly h ad the arena laughing

with stunning consistency.
After a small intermission,
headlining comedian Ansari
took the stage, dressed elegantly from head to toe in his signature ebony suit. His performance, too, was perfected to
impress the intimate, though
still
adequately
sizeable,
crowd.
He began by offering
crowd members the opportunity to photograph him pretending to deliver jokes, so long as
they promise not to distract
him during the actual show
with their persistent flash photography. This mock "photoshoot" got the show started on
the most appropriate of goofy
and off-kilter tones.
The first couple of jokes
Ansari delivered pertained to
babies, young marriage and
dating. While criticizing those
who marry impulsively, Ansari
integrated many of his own
views into the presentation. In
fact, commentary was a fairly
common element of the program, as Ansari spoke quite
bluntly about various social
issues.
For example, his juxtaposition of hit MTV programs such
as "Super Sweet 16" and "16
an d Pregnant" took a sinister
though comical twist when he
suggested that privileged
teenagers with bad attitudes
ought to switch places with
characters of the latter series.
But that wasn't the only satirical rant provided.
Ansari's endearing rage,
which comes off more jokingly
p assionate than belligerently

quite deliberate), Ansari struck
a likeable chord with his audience last night.
His confidence on stage
inspired general spectator
excitement and laughter, which
was only perpetuated by his
dependably humorous act.
After closing initially with a
recitation of his "Chubby
Cousin Harris's" ridiculous but
hysterical college admissions
essay, Ansari resumed his act
for a brief encore presentation.
This contained an interesting personal anecdote about his
intoxicated (and failed) attempt I
to tell jokes at Jay-Z's New
Years Eve bash. As long time
Aziz fans may acknowledge, ,
the comedian also enjoys mak- ,
ing references to R&B artist
Kelly (I suppose that sometimes the joke writes itself), .
with last night being no exception when he focused on the
artist's new hit single, "Echo."
Before making his departure, Ansari discussed how
weird it was that many
Kelly's fans did not know what
the word "echo" actually meant
until the singer cleared things
up with a terse but absurdly
succinct YouTube video. The
final seconds of the show found
Ansari impersonating
Kelly
in a vulgarly melodic fashion,
and as he danced off the stage,
the crowd was in proverbial
stitches.
It was a job well done by
Mande and Ansari, but an
equally worthwhile night spent
by those in attendance.
1

R. l

Lauren Gingerella

I Cigar

Aziz Ansari animatedly jokes at his hardships in dating and hitting
on women, in between talking to members of the audience during
his performance last night at the Thomas M. Ryan Center.

angry, found itself directed at
all sorts of people, not just economically advantaged high
school students. The people
who scream "Woooh!" for
instance, in the eyes of Ansari,
"contribute nothing to society"
and simply aggravate the rest
of us.
In fact, portions of Ansari's

Ohio Teacher convicted in student sex case
A father spoke of his son's
illegal for a teacher to have sex
LEBANON, Ohio (AP) depression Cj.nd lost motivation
A high school teacher was con- with a student.
victed Thursday of having sex
"This is " noble profession and said the teen almost didn't
with five students, some of that you have, and I've heard a go to college. He asked the
them football players, after a lot of good things ab0ut you, judge to hand down a sentence
judge rejected an insanity but I know that you had the to send a message that
defense that argued the teens opportunity, as all teachers do, Schuler's acts are not acceptable
to affect the lives of our chil- and there are serious consetook advantage of her.
Stacy Schuler ·w as sen- dren,"
Warren
·County quences.
"It impacts the teaching
tenced to a total of four years in Common Pleas Judge Robert
prison for the encounters with Peeler said. "You crossed a . community as a whole, how a
single teacher who made the
the Mason High School stu- line."
Schuler's lawyers argued wrong decision multiple times
dents at her home in
Springboro in southwest Ohio that she had medical and psy- overshadows 99.9 percent of
in 2010. She can ask a judge to chological issues and couldn't the teachers that truly do care,
not pretend to care, about their
free her from prison after six remember the encounters.
Before sentencing Schuler students," he said.
months.
A mother said her son
The 33-yeai:'-old Schuler, on 16 counts of sexual battery
who could have faced decades and three counts of providing turned to and trusted Schuler
in prison, cried as she was alcohol to a minor, the judge during an extremely low period
handcuffed and led out of the said it would be a "magnificent when his father had cancer and
·leap" to believe she didn't know related health problems.
courtroom.
"These young men may
The five teens testified that her actions were.wrong.
Schuler didn't testify dur- appear as if they are tough
Schuler, a health and gym
teacher, had been drinking ing the four-day nonjury trial, guys, but in reality, they are
alcohol at the time of the and she and her attorneys truly hurting," she said.
"She took advantage of
encounters and was a willing declined to address the judge
their vulnerability. She crossed
participant who initiated much before he sentenced her.
But parents of two of the the line a!ld it is unacceptable."
of the contact. The teens were
about 17 at the time: The age of teen victims made tearful stateconsent in Ohio is 16, but it's ments.

bit were scathingly critical of
stereotypical fraternity I sorority types, which was candidly
hilarious if not slightly awkward. This particular bit might
not work so great on college
campu ses, especially n ot the
one URI students call home.
But aside from the perhaps
inadvertent (and often times

R.

R.
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Bachmann criticizes Obama•s student Army Ranger killed during
loan plan, says it's incentive to dodge debt 14th war zone deployment
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) Republican presidential candidate Michele Bachmann criticized a directive by President
Barack Obama to ease student
loan debt as an "abuse of
power" that will give people
incentive to dodge debt.
The candidates reacted
Thursday to a decision Obama
announced a day earlier to cap
required payments for some
college loan borrowers at a
, lower percentage of their
income and forgive payments
for others after 20 years. He
used executive authority to
accelerate a law that wasn't
supposed to go into effect
until 2014.
"I believe it is abuse of
power from the executive to
impose via an executive order
a wholesale change in the student loan," Bachmann, a
Minnesota congresswoman,
said during an education
forum in New York put on by
The College Board and News
Corp.
Appearing by satellite
from Minneapolis where she
was hosting a fundraiser later
Thursday, Bachmann said that
the loan breaks could push
costs onto other taxpayers.
Bachmann said the change
creates a "moral hazard" when
it comes to student debt.
"There is a morality in

keeping our financial promis- ·anything and could actually
es, and I don't think we should save as much as $2 billion.
push that off onto the taxpay- Borrowers would be allowed
er," she said. "The individual to consolidate a direct loan .
needs to repay and be respon- from the government with one
sible for repaying their stu- issued under the Federal
dent loan debt."
Family
Education
Loan
Another GOP candidate, Program. The savings come
former House Speaker Newt from no longer having to a pay
Gingrich, also took a dim view subsidy to the lender, the
of Obama's action, calling it a administration says.
"Ponzi scheme."
Obama
said
on
Gingrich said at the edu- Wednesday that the plan will
cation forum that private help boost the economy. Debtloans should be reprivatized saddled graduates will have
before the president "bank- more money to spend on
rupts the entire country by thin gs like buying homes, he
promising to every young per- said. Student loans are the No.
son you will not have to pay 2 source of household debt.
your student loan as a student. Total student debt now
However you will later have exceeds $1 trillion and the
to pay off the national debt as average indebtedness is rising.
a taxpayer."
·
Changes approved by
Obama's plan will acceler- Congress last year moved stuate a measure passed by dent loans to direct lending by
Congress that reduces the eliminating banks as the midmaximum required payment dlemen. Before that, borrowon student loans from 15 per- ers could get loans directly
cent of discretionary income from the government or from
annually to 10 percent. The the Federal Family Education
plan goes into effect in 2012, Loan Program; the latter were
instead of 2014. In addition, issued by private lenders but
the White House says the out- basically insured by the govstanding loan amount would ernment. The law was passed
be forgiven after 20 years, along with the health care
instead of 25. About 1.6 mil- overhaul with the anticipation
lion borrowers could be affect- that it could save about $60
ed.
billion
over
a
The administration says d
e
c
a
d
e
the plan won't cost taxpayers

Looking for the Cigar?
Find it in these locations!

Alumni Center
Ballentine Hall
Barlow Residence Hall
Browning Residence Hall
IEP House
Kirk Engineering Lab

Fine Arts Center
Fogarty Hall
Green Hall
Hopkins Residence Hall
Hope Commons
Heathman Residence Hall

Multicultural Center
Newman Hall
(Admissions)
Potter Building (Health
Services)
Quinn Hall
Robert L. Carothers
Library

Roosevelt Hall
Swan Hall
Taft Hall
Visitors Center
Washburn Hall
White Hall

Butterfield Dining Hall
Carlotti Administration
Building
Center for Biotechnology
and Life Sciences Chafee
Social Science Center
Memorial Union

SAN DIEGO (AP) -A soldier who was killed in a bomb
explosion last
week in
Afghanistan was on his 14th
combat deployment- including four tours in Iraq and 10 in
Afghanistan -making him the
Army Ranger with the most
deployments killed in action,
an Army spokeswoman said
Thursday.
Sgt. 1st Class Kristoffer B.
Domeij enlisted several months
before 9 I 11 and had served in
hundreds of missions. He was
killed with two other soldiers
in a bomb explosion Saturday
in the Taliban heartland of
Kandahar province.
"To volunteer that many
times to deploy speaks volumes to Kris' character and
dedication to his country," said
Tracy Bailey, spokeswoman for
the 75th Ranger Regiment,
based at Ft. Benning, Ga. "He
was larger than life. The man
everybody wanted to be
around."
Domeij was awarded two
Bronze Stars for his service
overseas and will be awarded a
third Bronze Star posthumously, along with the Purple Heart,
according to the U.S. Army
Special Operations Command.
"He was one of those men
who was known by all as much
for his humor, enthusiasm, and
loyal friendship, as he was for
his unparalleled skill and bravery under fire," said Lt. Col.
David Hodne, commander of
the 2nd Battalion, 75th Ranger
Regiment, in a statement. "This
was a Ranger you wanted at
your side when the chips were
down."
The 29-year-old California
native is one of hundreds of

Rangers whose deployments
during the war on terror number in the double digits.
Rangers are deployed more
often than regular soldiers on
shorter, more intense tours often the tours are four months
long and include 400 to 500
combat missions. They usually
return to the United States for
about eight months of training
and then head out again, Bailey
·
said.
Domeij, a native of Santa
Ana, Calif., is survived by his
wife and two daughters. He
had requested that family
members not speak to the
media after his death.
"Rangers as a whole are
quiet professionals and I don't
know his reasoning behind it,
but many Rangers don't see the
need to advertise what they
do," Bailey said.
Col. Mark W. Odom, commandJr l of the 75th Ranger
Regime~~' sai4 in a statement
that \ Ddmeij was a "game
changer" who "had the value of
an entire strike force on the battlefield."
Also killed in the attack
was
20-year-old
Pfc.
Christopher A. Horns of
Colorado Springs, Colo., a
Ranger who was on his first
deployment. Both Domeij and
Horns were based at Joint Base
Lewis-McChord, Wash.
1st Lt. Ashley White of the
North Carolina National Guard
also died in the explosion. The
24-year-old was the first casualty in the Army's wartime
attempt to gain the trust of
Afghan women by using specially trained female troops.
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NBA lockout nothing more than
fighting millionaires, upset fans
BY NIKITA DUKE

Contributing Sparts Reporter

It seems as though you
can't turn on Sports Center
these days without hearing
something about the NBA lockout. The irony is that despite all
the chitchat, it looks like little
progress has been made and
both sides aren't any closer to
striking a deal than they were
when this all began. For basketball fans like myself, this NBA
fiasco is upsetting for many
reasons.
Aside from the obvious fact
that we can't watch the game,
it's embarrassing. Basketball
fans take enough heat from
those who despise the sport
and the franchises in general.
They hate the players, the
coaches, inconsistency of calls,
and the list goes on, but we've
stood by our sport throughout
the years --and now this.
The NBA has already canceled several weeks of the season and the dark cloud of the
entire season being canceled
still hangs over our heads. So,
the big question here seems to
be: if the NBA can't come to an
agreement in time for a season,
or even a half season to be
played and is forced to cancel

all 1,230 regular season games, hoops fix by focusing their
will they be able to recover attentions on the college level.
Of course, if the NBA
from this and become the .
league its fans want to see?
comes back with a strong prodIf you ask me, the answer is uct and can give the fans some
yes, but it will take quite a bit of exciting playoff games, and the
time, especially if there is no young stars continue to bud, its
2011-12 season whatsoever. If fan base will eventually turn its
the lockout continues for much attention back to the NBA and
longer, people are going to rebuild itself. However, the
become annoyed, and if anyone fans are not the only concern
believes that fans are going to regarding the post-lockout
come swarming back with future of the NBA.
It's obvious the league will
open arms once this is all over,
they're most likely the diehards rebuild itself as it did after the
who can't grasp the mentality 1998-99 lockout.
of a general fan base.
The time it could possibly
Truth is, fans are already take to get the NBA back on its
starting to shy away from the feet and be at the level the fans
NBA out of pure discontent expect it to be at could be
with what's been happening longer than many are expectduring the lockout. For myself ing. The one thing that's for
at least, the simple matter that sure is the longer both sides
players and owners, who all take to reach an agreement, the
make such an outstanding longer the rebuilding process
amount of money, can stand to will be.
As for now, we can all only
neglect the game by constantly
fighting these financial battles hope that both sides crumble
between one another seems under the weight of the green
somewhat absurd. In the end, that's at stake and strike a deal
it's just a bunch of millionaires sooner than later. Until then,
squabbling back and forth with enjoy your college basketball,
a bunch of billionaires, or at college football, the NFL and
least that's how the general maybe even ... the NHL.
public sees it. Besides, bask~t
ball lovers can always get their

Football team ready for UNH face-off
BY MIKE ABELSON

Sports Reporter

After pulling the upset
against the University of
Delaware last week, the
University of Rhode Island
football team has come back
to Earth in its preparations for
the University of New
Hampshire tomorrow afternoon in Durham, N.H.
The Wildcats are ranked
tenth in the most recent
Sports Network FCS poll.
Rhode Island head coach
Joe Trainer said the mindset
in practice this week has been
the same as it has been all season: one game at a time.
Really it's one game seasons," Trainer said. "We're
going to have our hands full.
We' ve got to play a great
game; certainly better than
last week to go up there and
beat them at home in Durham
on their homecoming day.
They' re prolific on offense,
they' re playing well on
defense and they keep you off
bala.nce with their special
te ams. We've had a great
week of practice and we've
got to finish with a great
game."
The biggest threat for the
Wildcats is quarterback Kevin

Decker. The senior ranks New Hampshire junior Matt
fourth in the country in total Evans is first in the nation
offense with 330.7 yards a with 62 solo tackles.
game and ranks in the top-13
Johnson, who will be
nationally in three other playing with a torn labrum, is
eighth in the country in tackoffensive categories.
"He's. at his best when he les for loss with 1.93 a game.
"Johnson is a tough,
scrambles and keeps the
pocket moving," Trainer said. tough kid," Trainer said .
"He's a very good quarter- "He's had a great year."
The game will be teleback. I don't know if you can .
stop him. You've got to try to vised regionally on Comcast
contain him. We've got to SportNet New England.
minimize the big plays after Kickoff is set for 12:30 p.m.
that contain is broken."
Offensively, the Rams will
counter with quarterbacks
sophomore Bob Bentsen and
senior Steve Probst, who was
cleared for contact this week.
"Both of those guys are
going to be in the mix and
both of them are going to
play," Trainer said. //They
both complement each other
well, and both are going to
have an opportunity to play a
critical part in what we' re
doing this weekend."
With Decker, the biggest
threat for . New Hampshire,
Rhody will have to rely heavily on sophomore Dave Zocco
and junior Doug Johnson on
defense.
Zocco ranks third nationally with 50 solo tackles. He
averages 7.14 tackles a game.

Go Rhody!

URI men's hockey senior
talks final season, future
BY SHAWN SAIYA

Sports Editor

Robert Beggi, a senior
from Long Beach, N .Y., is
playing in his final season for
the University of Rhode
Island men's ice hockey team.
The team is 7-3-0 on the season, coming off back-to-back
losses at the University of
Delaware last weekend.
Injuries have depleted the
team of its upperclassmen
leaders on the ice, forcing
Beggi to step up.
"[I] definitely need to step
it up more [and be] more of an
example for these freshmen.
It's very important to set a
precedent," he said.
Beggi has been impressed
with the effort put forth by the
freshmen on the team this season. He knows from experience that it takes some time to
get comfortable with new
teammates freshmen year.
Beggi said senior teammates during his freshman
year were very influential to
him and that he still maintains
contact with them today.
"I still remember them, I
still talk to them arid I just
want to be that role model for
the kids," he said.
The team is set to host the
Pennsylvania State University
this weekend at the Bradford
R. Boss Arena. Penn State
comes in as the No. 1-ranked
team in the American
Collegiate
Hockey
Association for its final visit
to the Boss.
"It's the game you circle
on your schedule every single
year," Beggi said. "It's the day
you look forward to and work
hard for. The fact that they're
No. 1 gives it a little more of
an edge'that we want to prove
ourselves."
Beggi hopes the team can
use this weekend's series as a
jumping point for the rest of
the season to repeat last season's as league champions. He
calls winning the league title
last season was one of the best

moments of his hockey was
one of the best moments of his
hockey career and a highlight
of his life. It was made sweeter by the fact that the team
clinched the title on home ice
over rival UDel.
The Rams went on to the
national tournament last year.
They beat Penn State 2-0 in
the first round, but fell to the
eventual
champion
Davenport University. If the
team draws Davenport again
this year, Beggi will be ready.
"We're going to go in
there with an edge of revenge
and show them that the game
last year was a fluke," he said.
"We're not going to be tossed
around like we were last year
and we've got to avenge that
loss."
Beggi is enjoying his senior year off the ice, too. He's
not taking anything for granted, knowing that this is going
to be the last year he sees
many friends. He wants to try
new things, as well as keep up
his grades.
"Academically, it's a big
year and I've got to go out
with some good grades," he
said.
Beggi said URI has treated
him very well and he couldn't
be happier with his choice of
school. He boasts to his
friends back home that URI is
the greatest school and they
agree when they come to visit.
"It's meant a lot and being
a senior has a little sadness to
it, but you get to move on
with your life after this," he
said.
Beggi wants to remain in
sports following his graduation in May. Beggi had an
interview for a position with
the Chicago Blackhawks last
month and hopes he can break
into an NHL organization.
Beggi's dream job is to
become general manager for
the New York Rangers.
"I want to win them a
cup," he said.

